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With over 30 years’ experience in developing and supporting advanced non-profit software, 

Fusion Labs currently provides packaged software to support the complex and highly regulated 

environments of many of the largest U.S. and international foundations and non-profit 

organizations. For instance, nonprofits that use Blackbaud’s Raiser’s Edge, a solution that 

performs fundraising and relationship management, and Financial Edge, an accounting solution, 

have no way to synchronize fund and constituent/vendor information between the two products. 

Sync Harmony is the missing link that integrates Financial Edge and Raiser’s Edge. 

 

What is Sync Harmony? 

Sync Harmony provides users the ability to synchronize fund information between each 

product. Sync Harmony provides the missing link that will duplicate information, 

eliminating double entry. This information is specific to the Description and Attribute 

fields from a fund or constituent/vendor in Financial Edge to its counterpart fund in 

Raiser’s Edge. This provides consistency between funds and reduces the time to 

manually maintain this information in two disparate systems. In addition, Sync Harmony 

allows users to create funds in Financial Edge, and then the solution automatically 

creates the same fund in Raiser’s Edge. 

How does Sync Harmony work for nonprofit foundations? 

Sync Harmony presents the user with a configuration interface that allows users to 

select and map the fields that they want synchronized. Once fields are selected and 

mapped to sync, every time a fund or constituent/vendor is saved in Raiser’s Edge or 

Financial Edge, the sync configured by a specific user happens and a message displays 

indicating so. Essentially, Sync Harmony duplicates information from one product’s 

funds and constituents/vendors to another product’s funds and constituents/vendors. 

This solution is desktop based and only works if installed on a user’s workstation. This 

solution is not a server based product. 

Why is Sync Harmony important? 

Sync Harmony cuts the amount of time inputting data into both Financial Edge and 

Raiser’s Edge in half since the user now inputs the data in one solution and it transcribes 

over into the other solution. This allows for a more consistent approach to data 

management. 
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What is the cost of Sync Harmony? 

Purchase of Sync Harmony is more than affordable as it provides a higher quality of 

data management and costs less than the time it takes for a user to enter in data 

information in both Financial Edge and Raiser’s Edge. For information regarding pricing 

along with any other questions pertaining to the solution, please contact Barton Dyson, 

Senior Vice President of Sales of the Nonprofit Division of Fusion Labs, Inc., at 

bdyson@fusionlabs.net.  

Who is behind Sync Harmony? 

Sync Harmony was developed by the Nonprofit Division of Fusion Labs, Inc. Fusion 

Labs Nonprofit Solutions is focused on the creation and implementation of software for 

the nonprofit industry. The Nonprofit Division partners with nonprofit organizations to 

provide point solutions, reports, customizations, consulting services, and hosting. 

How is Sync Harmony managed? 

Sync Harmony is managed by Fusion Labs Nonprofit Solutions Division. The Plug-In is 

easy to assemble. It is implemented and configured by the user on each work station. 

Assuming Raiser’s Edge and Financial Edge are already installed at a user’s 

workstation, run the install program for the Sync Harmony Plug-In and configure the 

sync settings in the Sync Harmony user interface. The screenshot below shows an 

example of a configuration in Sync Harmony using a sample data set. 
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